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In this talk we discuss recent results on the impact of LHC jet data on global fits of parton
distribution functions using theoretical predictions at NNLO in QCD supplemented by electroweak
(EW) corrections.
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1. Introduction

Single-inclusive jet and dĳet observables are the most fundamental QCD processes measured
at hadron colliders. They probe the basic parton-parton scattering and thus allow for a determination
of the parton distribution functions in the proton. The calculation of next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) QCD corrections to jet cross sections at hadron colliders was completed recently [1–4] (see
also Ref. [5]), and opened up the possibility of doing precision phenomenology with jet observables.

In this talk we discuss recent results [6] on the impact of adding LHC jet data to a global fit of
parton distribution functions within the framework of the NNPDF3.1 global PDF determination [7],
using the most up-to-date jet predictions through NNLO QCD calculated with NNLOJET [8]
combined with NLO EW corrections [9]. We will consider separately the impact of the complete
single-inclusive jet [10–13] and dĳet [12, 14, 15] datasets from ATLAS and CMS at

√
𝑠 = 7 and 8

TeV. For both jet observables we will look at the 𝜒2 of the theoretical prediction for each dataset or
combinations of datasets, defined according to Eqs. (7)-(8) of Ref. [16].

2. Impact of single-inclusive jet data

We first present PDF fits obtained by adding single-inclusive jet data to the baseline fit (labelled
#bn) of the NNPDF3.1 analysis [7], using either the full data set, or 7 TeV data or 8 TeV data only,
and with theory at pure NLO QCD, pure NNLO QCD, or NNLO QCD supplemented by EW
corrections. The values of the 𝜒2 per datapoint for all fits are collected in Table 1.

Dataset 𝑛dat b bn janw j7 j7n j7nw j8 j8n j8nw

Jets (all) 520 [1.48] [2.60] 1.88 [1.86] [2.45] [2.53] [1.20] [1.75] [1.89]

Jets (fitted) — — 1.88 0.79 1.15 1.12 1.40 2.05 2.20

ATLAS 7 TeV 31 [1.26] [1.87] 1.59 1.12 1.73 1.15 [1.07] [1.69] [1.62]

ATLAS 8 TeV 171 [2.60] [5.01] 3.22 [3.55] [4.76] [4.58] 2.03 3.18 3.25

CMS 7 TeV 133 [0.60] [1.06] 1.09 0.71 1.01 1.11 [0.72] [0.94] [1.14]

CMS 8 TeV 185 [1.10] [1.59] 1.25 [1.24] [1.47] [1.80] 0.81 1.01 1.23

Dĳets (all) 266 [3.49] [3.07] [2.10] [4.16] [2.96] [2.56] [3.34] [2.21] [2.22]

Dĳets (fitted) — — — — — — — — —

ATLAS 7 TeV 90 [1.49] [2.47] [1.95] [1.77] [2.46] [1.97] [1.43] [2.28] [2.01]

CMS 7 TeV 54 [2.06] [2.40] [2.08] [2.43] [2.50] [2.12] [1.65] [2.00] [2.15]

CMS 8 TeV 122 [5.60] [3.81] [2.21] [6.70] [3.53] [3.20] [5.48] [2.26] [2.39]

Total 1.20 1.18 1.28 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.39 1.27 1.27

Table 1: The 𝜒2 per datapoint for all fits including single-inclusive jet data. Results are presented both for
the sets included in each fit, and also for those not included, enclosed in square brackets. For each dataset
the number of datapoints is also shown [6].
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Figure 1: Comparison between the baseline fit with no jet data (#bn) and the fit with all single-inclusive jet
data included (#janw) (left). The relative uncertainty on the gluon PDF (right) at 𝑄 = 100 GeV [6].

From the table we can observe that in the fit of the combined ATLAS and CMS 7 and 8 TeV
datasets at NNLO QCD+NLO EW (labelled #janw), individual jet datasets are well described (with
𝜒2 per datapoint of order one), except the 8 TeV ATLAS data (𝜒2 = 3.22). In [6] it is shown that an
alternative choice of correlation model for this dataset significantly improves the fit quality without
a significant change in PDFs. Finally, we can observe an improved description of dĳet data, which
are not included in any of these fits, with respect to the baseline fit #bn. This suggests that the
inclusion of single-inclusive and dĳet data have a similar impact on PDFs.

For the case of a global NNPDF3.1-like PDF determination we observed that the inclusion of
the single-inclusive jet data essentially impacts only the gluon PDF. Quantitatively we can observe
in Fig. 1, a suppression of the gluon density of 2% in the small-𝑥 region and an enhancement of 4%
in the large x-region, within the uncertainty of the baseline PDF. Moreover, the impact of the data
can also be seen in a reduction of gluon uncertainty at x≈0.2 from 4% to 1.5%, mostly driven by
the inclusion of the 8 TeV data [6].

3. Impact of dĳet data

To assess the impact of dĳet data on PDFs we compare fits with optimal settings, i.e. with
NNLO QCD theory, and EW corrections included, and either the full dataset (#danw), or the 7 TeV
(#d7nw) or 8 TeV (#d8nw) data included in turn.

From Table 2, we observe that individual dĳet datasets are generally reasonably well described
(the 𝜒2 per datapoint is around 1.5 for each). Moreover, after the inclusion of the dĳet data in the
baseline fit we observe an improvement in the description of the single-inclusive jet data. This result
indicates consistency between the single-inclusive and dĳet data. However, we note that contrary to
the case of single-inclusive jet data, no tension is seen between dĳet data and the rest of the global
dataset (specifically top rapidity distributions), whose 𝜒2 is left almost unaffected [6].

The relative impact of the dĳet data on the gluon central values and uncertainty can be directly
inferred from Fig. 2. With respect to the baseline fit we observe a suppression of the gluon density
by 2% in the small-𝑥 region and an enhancement by 10% at 𝑥 ≈ 0.3 upon inclusion of dĳet data.
Therefore, we conclude that we observe qualitatively similar pulls on the gluon distribution as we
did with single inclusive jet data. However, the availability of high precision triple differential
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Dataset 𝑛dat b bn danw d7 d7n d7nw d8 d8n d8nw

Jets (all) 520 [1.48] [2.60] [2.06] [1.62] [2.75] [2.70] [1.42] [1.94] [2.14]

Jets (fitted) — — — — — — — — —

ATLAS 7 TeV 31 [1.26] [1.87] [1.63] [1.26] [1.86] [1.74] [1.00] [1.70] [1.61]

ATLAS 8 TeV 171 [2.60] [5.01] [3.36] [2.62] [4.80] [4.65] [2.18] [3.30] [3.55]

CMS 7 TeV 133 [0.60] [1.06] [1.06] [0.71] [1.13] [1.14] [0.77] [0.97] [1.07]

CMS 8 TeV 185 [1.10] [1.59] [1.64] [1.42] [2.16] [2.17] [1.27] [1.41] [1.68]

Dĳets (all) 266 [3.49] [3.07] 1.65 [3.03] [2.21] [2.16] [2.38] [1.74] [1.71]

Dĳets (fitted) — — 1.65 1.33 1.79 1.72 3.69 1.59 1.68

ATLAS 7 TeV 90 [1.49] [2.47] 1.76 1.20 1.94 1.78 [1.04] [1.96] [1.78]

CMS 7 TeV 54 [2.06] [2.40] 1.60 1.54 1.55 1.63 [1.67] [1.70] [1.66]

CMS 8 TeV 122 [5.60] [3.81] 1.58 [5.03] [2.70] [2.67] 3.69 1.59 1.68

Total 1.20 1.18 1.22 1.33 1.20 1.19 1.33 1.20 1.20

Table 2: Same as Table 1, but now for dĳets. The baseline is repeated for ease of reference [6].

measurements of the dĳet cross section at 8 TeV by the CMS collaboration [15], leads to stronger
constraints on the gluon distribution and in a wider kinematical region.

The reduction in uncertainty in the gluon distribution in comparison to the baseline (Fig. 2),
upon inclusion of the dĳet data, is about 3-4% reaching 3% at 𝑥 ≈ 0.2, a smaller reduction with
respect to fits with single inclusive jet data. At present we note that contrary to the case of the
single-inclusive jet observable, the only available dĳet measurement at

√
𝑠 = 8 TeV is from the CMS

experiment, thus making the current dĳet dataset more limited than the single-inclusive dataset.

Figure 2: Same as Fig. 1, but now for dĳets [6].
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4. Conclusions

In this talk we presented a phenomenological study of inclusive jet production at the LHC,
exploiting recent theory calculations, in particular of NNLO QCD corrections, and compared the
impact of the inclusive dĳet observable, along with the single-inclusive jet observable which is
routinely used for PDF determination. Further details can be found in Ref. [6].

We have found full consistency between the constraints imposed on parton distributions,
specifically the gluon, by single-inclusive jets and dĳets, establishing the viability of the dĳet
observable PDF determination. For the case of a global NNPDF3.1-like PDF determination we
observed an enhancement of the gluon distribution in the large-𝑥 region after the inclusion of either
single-jet inclusive or dĳet data to the baseline fit, but a stronger pull can be seen when using the
dĳet data. The observed pull on the gluon distribution is consistent with the CT18 analysis [6, 18]
which includes the 8 TeV CMS single-jet inclusive data, and is consistent with fitting top data [19]
which also leads to an enhancement of the gluon in the x≥0.1 region.
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